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This research centers on laying the groundwork for the application of Bayesian statistical
methods for the calibration of parameters relevant to modeling a hypersonic shock layer
with the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. The DSMC method used in this
work employs the algorithm of Bird (1994), with modifications to allow for the efficient
simulation of a 1D hypersonic shock. The Larsen-Borgnakke model is employed to handle
the exchange of energy between translational, rotational, and vibrational modes, and the
TCE model was used to convert Arrhenius-form reaction rate constants into reaction crosssections, after modification to allow the code to accurately model reactions with arbitrarily
large rates relative to the VHS collision rate. The DSMC code was written and optimized
with shock tube simulations in mind. Two global, Monte Carlo based sensitivity analyses
were performed to determine which reaction rates most affect the simulation results for the
case of a hypersonic shock in five-species air. The square of the Pearson correlation
coefficient was used as the measure for sensitivity in the first of the analyses, and the mutual
information was used as the measure in the second. The reaction rates with the highest
sensitivities have been identified for two different quantities of interest (QoIs). For a shock
speed of ~8000 m/s (M∞ ≈ 23), both sensitivity analysis methods agree that the reaction rate
for N2 + N  3N has the largest effect on the first QoI, the bulk translational temperature.
The sensitivity of the bulk translational temperature to this reaction dominates the
sensitivities to all of the other reactions. Both sensitivity analysis methods agree on the five
reactions which most strongly affect the second QoI, the density of NO. These five reactions
are N2 + N  3N, NO + N  2N + O, NO + O  N + 2O, N2 + O  NO + N, and
NO + O  O2 + N.
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I. Introduction

I

T appears that little prior research work has been done which integrates Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
with Bayesian statistical methods. If used properly, Bayesian methods could prove useful in improving DSMC.
The current work focuses on sensitivity analysis and on laying the groundwork for future parameter calibration.
The DSMC method includes many parameters related to gas dynamics at the molecular level. Examples include
elastic collision cross-sections, vibrational and rotational excitation probabilities, reaction cross-sections, etc. In
many cases, the precise values of some of these parameters are not known. Parameter values often cannot be
directly measured, instead they must be inferred from experimental results, and by necessity parameters must often
be used in regimes far from where their values were determined. More precise values for some of these important
parameters could lead to better simulation of the physics, and thus to better predictive capability for DSMC.
Obtaining these calibrated parameters is the long-term goal of our work. In approaching that goal, the first step
is a sensitivity analysis to determine which parameters most affect the simulation results in the case of a hypersonic
shock. In this work, we have performed a rigorous sensitivity analysis in order to select appropriate parameters for
calibration. This will set the stage for eventual calibrations with experimental data from the NASA EAST shock
tube (see Grinstead et al., 2008) or other similar facilities.
In the future Bayesian methods could also be employed to evaluate the plausibility of various models within
the context of DSMC simulations. For example, comparisons could be made between the total collision energy
(TCE) model for reaction cross-sections which was described by Bird (1994) and used by Ozawa (2008), and the
vibrationally favored dissociation model, also described by Bird (1994).

II. DSMC Implementation
The DSMC code used in this work is based on the method described by Bird (1994). In order to facilitate
integration with various driver codes, the entire DSMC code is written as a subroutine.
The DSMC code is capable of handling multiple species, each with its own molecular properties. Both
vibrational and rotational internal energies are included. The code also handles 5-species air chemistry, including
dissociation, recombination, and exchange reactions.
Elastic collisions in the code are performed using the VHS collision model, described in Bird (1994). VHS
parameters for the 5 species used in this work are shown in Table 1. In this work, VHS parameters for cross-species
collisions are obtained by a simple averaging of the parameters for the two species participating in the collision.
Table 1: VHS parameters for 5-species air.
Species
ω
dref (×10-10 m)
Tref (K)
N2

0.65

3.11

1000

N

0.68

3.58

1000

O2

0.65

2.96

1000

O

0.68

3.37

1000

NO

0.65

3.41

1000

Bird (1994) lays out the details of the Larsen-Borgnakke model (Borgnakke and Larson, 1975) for application to
the modeling of particles with internal degrees of freedom within the DSMC framework. This model is
phenomenological in nature. The key aspect of the model is that some fraction of collisions are regarded as inelastic,
and in these collisions energy may be redistributed between the translational and internal modes. This redistribution
is carried out based on selections of post-collision internal energies from the equilibrium distributions appropriate
for the given mode at the collision energy. After the internal energies have been assigned, the remaining energy is
assigned to the relative translational kinetic energy of the colliding particles. For a given inelastic collision, the postcollision energies are chosen from a distribution based on the energy of that particular collision, rather than a
distribution based on the overall cell properties. This allows significant nonequilibrium to be present between the
internal and translational modes at a given point in the flowfield.
The treatment of rotational and vibrational energies in our DSMC code follows the implementation of Bird
(1994), described above. Rotation is assumed to be fully excited. Each particle has its own value of rotational
energy, and this variable is continuously distributed (rotation is not considered quantized due to the close spacing of
rotational levels). Particles have either zero rotational degrees of freedom (monatomic species) or two degrees of
freedom (diatomic species).
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The parameter relevant to rotational excitation and relaxation is ZR, the rotational collision number. In both our
code and that of Bird, ZR is defined as 1/λR, where λR is the probability of a molecule’s rotational energy undergoing
redistribution with the translational mode during any given collision. During a collision, a separate random number
draw is done for each colliding particle (if the particle is diatomic), and based on this, one, both, or neither of the
particles may undergo an exchange of energy between the rotational and translational modes. In the current work,
we treat ZR as a constant (independent of collision partner and temperature) for all species with rotational degrees of
freedom.
Unlike rotation, vibration is not assumed to be fully excited, and vibrational levels are quantized. Each particle
has its own vibrational level, which is associated with a certain vibrational energy based on the simple harmonic
oscillator model. In a given collision there is a separate probability λV for each colliding diatomic, and a random
number draw based on this probability determines whether that particle will exchange energy between the
vibrational and translational modes. As with rotation, λV = 1/ ZV, where ZV is the vibrational collision number. In
the work described here, ZV depends on collision temperature but not on collision partner, based on the equation
 = ( ⁄  )
(  ⁄ )
(1)
where C1 and C2 are constants, T is the collision temperature, and ω is the temperature-viscosity exponent for the
given species. C1 and C2 are species specific, but they do not depend on the collision partner. The values used for
each species for C1 and C2 are obtained from Bird (1994), and are adjusted to account for the fact that Bird’s values
were calibrated with values of ω which differ from those used here.
As mentioned above, chemistry is handled by means of the TCE model. This model treats the ratio of the crosssection for a given reaction to the total collision cross-section as a function of the total energy (translational and
internal) of the two colliding particles. Bird (1994) lays out the process for determining the reaction cross-section as
a function of the collision energy, and for determining the parameters of this function based on the parameters of an
Arrhenius-type rate equation. An Arrhenius-type rate equation takes the form

() = Λ 

 /

(2)
where Λ and η are reaction-specific constants, EA is the activation energy for the reaction, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature of the gas. This form is not directly useful in DSMC, since reactions and
collisions in DSMC are handled by means of cross-sections, and so the Arrhenius parameters (Λ, η, and EA) must be
used to obtain an equation for the cross-section. Two such equations are derived in Bird (1994), one for exchange
and dissociation (two-body) reactions, and one for recombination (three-body) reactions. The equation for two-body
reactions is
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and the equation for three-body reactions is
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where σR/σT is the ratio of the cross-section for the given reaction to the total cross-section for interactions between
the two particles. A and B are the main reacting species (not including the third-body), ε is a symmetry factor which
is equal to one if A ≠ B and two if A = B, σref, Tref, and ωAB are VHS parameters for collisions between species A
and B, = ̅ is the average number of internal degrees of freedom which contribute to the collision energy, nT is the
number density of the third-body, mr is the reduced mass of species A and B, Ec is the total collision energy
(translational plus internal), and Γ() is the gamma function. The above equation for three-body reactions assumes
that the activation energy for these reactions is zero, which is the case for all recombination reactions which are
relevant to five-species air chemistry.
Bird (1994) assumes that the reaction cross-section will be small relative to the VHS collision cross-section,
which allows for the VHS collision cross-section to be treated as the total cross-section for use in the above
equations. The advantage of this assumption is that reaction cross-sections only need to be calculated after a pair
has been accepted for collision, rather than when the pair is initially selected. However, this assumption is less
accurate at high collision temperatures for several of the reactions involved in five-species air chemistry, and can
lead to noticeable error in both the reaction rates and the VHS collision rates, as noted in Strand and Goldstein
(2011). In our work, we require the ability to vary the Arrhenius pre-exponential constants over orders of magnitude
while still retaining accurate reaction rates (i.e. the actual reaction rates occurring in the DSMC code must match
those predicted by the Arrhenius rate equation for a given set of Arrhenius parameters at a given temperature, after
sufficient averaging to minimize statistical noise). To this end, we have modified the method employed by Bird
(1994) so that the reaction cross-sections are calculated after a pair is selected, but before the collision is accepted.
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With this method, σR/σT in the above equations is actually σR/σVHS, which is more accurate based on the derivation
of the equations. After σR/σVHS is calculated for every potential reaction between species A and B, we can then
obtain the total cross-section
< ?G
F ?@A H K
? = ?@A B1 + ∑IJ
I

(5)

where nR is the number of reactions between species A and B. This σT is then used to determine acceptance or
rejection of the given collision pair. If the collision pair is accepted, a random number draw determines whether or
not one of the reactions occurs. The probability of a given reaction is simply the ratio σR/σT for that reaction, and
the probability of a VHS collision is σVHS/σT. Finally, note that inelastic (but non-reactive) collisions are included
within the VHS collision cross-section. In principle, the above method could easily be applied for inelastic
collisions as well, if separate cross-sections were available for them. In that case, σVHS would instead be σElastic, and
σT would be expanded to include the inelastic collision cross-sections. This is not done because separate crosssections are not readily available for vibrational and rotational transitions, so instead the Larsen-Borgnakke model is
used as described previously, and inelastic collisions are treated as a subset of VHS collisions. This is not a problem
since the VHS parameters (dref and ω) were presumably calibrated with the understanding that the VHS crosssection would represent both elastic and inelastic collisions.
Arrhenius rates for the reactions important for five-species air chemistry have been tabulated, for example, by
Gupta et al. (1989). In this work, we make use of the forward rates provided by Gupta et al. (1989), along with
backward rates calculated based on a matching with the equilibrium constant over a range of temperatures.
When sensitivity analysis and later MCMC calibrations are performed, the parameters to be examined are the
pre-exponential constants in the Arrhenius-type rate equations for the various reactions. We do not include the
activation energy (EA) or the temperature exponent (η) in the sensitivity analysis. In the case of EA, this is because
EA is considered reasonably well known for diatomic species, at least in comparison to the uncertainties in the other
Arrhenius rate parameters. We exclude η because the effects of Λ and η on the reaction rates are very strongly
coupled. If they were included in the sensitivity analysis, it would be necessary to more thoroughly examine
coupling between parameters. This may be done in the future, but has not been done here. Table 2 contains the full
list of reactions used in this work, along with the nominal Arrhenius parameters for each reaction.
Table 2: Reactions for 5-species air. Nominal Arrhenius forward rate parameters are from Gupta et al. (1989), and
backward rate parameters are based on the equilibrium constant over a range of temperatures.
Forward Rate Coefficients
Backward Rate Coefficients
Reaction
qreaction
#
A
η
EA
A
η
EA
1 N2 + N2 <--> N2 + N + N

7.968E-13

-0.5

1.561E-18

6.518E-47

0.27

0.0

-1.561E-18

2 N + N2 <--> N + N + N
3 O2 + N2 <--> O2 + N + N
4 O + N2 <--> O + N + N

6.9E-8
3.187E-13
3.187E-13

-1.5
-0.5
-0.5

1.561E-18
1.561E-18
1.561E-18

4.817E-46
6.518E-47
6.518E-47

0.27
0.27
0.27

0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.561E-18
-1.561E-18
-1.561E-18

5 NO + N2 <--> NO + N + N

3.187E-13

-0.5

1.561E-18

6.518E-47

0.27

0.0

-1.561E-18

6 N2 + O2 <--> N2 + O + O

1.198E-11

-1.0

8.197E-19

1.8E-47

0.27

0.0

-8.197E-19

7 N + O2 <--> N + O + O

5.993E-12

-1.0

8.197E-19

1.8E-47

0.27

0.0

-8.197E-19

8 O2 + O2 <--> O2 + O + O

5.393E-11

-1.0

8.197E-19

1.8E-47

0.27

0.0

-8.197E-19

9 O + O2 <--> O + O + O

1.498E-10

-1.0

8.197E-19

1.8E-47

0.27

0.0

-8.197E-19

10 NO + O2 <--> NO + O + O

5.993E-12

-1.0

8.197E-19

1.8E-47

0.27

0.0

-8.197E-19

11 N2 + NO <--> N2 + N + O

6.59E-10

-1.5

1.043E-18

2.0976E-46 0.27

0.0

-1.043E-18

12 N + NO <--> N + N + O

1.318E-8

-1.5

1.043E-18

2.0976E-46 0.27

0.0

-1.043E-18

13 O2 + NO <--> O2 + N + O

6.59E-10

-1.5

1.043E-18

2.0976E-46 0.27

0.0

-1.043E-18

14 O + NO <--> O + N + O

1.318E-8

-1.5

1.043E-18

2.0976E-46 0.27

0.0

-1.043E-18

15 NO + NO <--> NO + N + O

1.318E-8

-1.5

1.043E-18

2.0976E-46 0.27

0.0

-1.043E-18

16 N2 + O <--> NO + N

1.12E-16

0.0

5.175E-19

2.490E-17

0.0

0.0

-5.175E-19

17 O2 + N <--> NO + O

1.598E-18

0.5

4.968E-20

5.279E-21

1.0

2.719E-19

2.719E-19
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In order to test this modified method and examine how well the DSMC code reproduces the VHS collision rates
and the Arrhenius reaction rates, we ran a series of single step runs at various temperatures. For each such run, a 0-D
box is initialized with equal number fractions of N2, N, O2, O, and NO, and a total number density of 1.0×1023 #/m3.
The ratio of real to simulated particles is chosen so that there are ~5,000,000 simulated particles in the box
(~1,000,000 of each species). The code is then run for a single time step and the number VHS collisions, as well as
the number of each type of reaction, are tabulated. These tabulated values are then ensemble averaged over a total of
320 single-step runs (each with a different random number seed). Since the focus here is on instantaneous rates, the
reactions and collisions are not actually performed. Instead the code simply identifies what type of interaction was
chosen and then leaves the properties of the colliding particle unchanged. This is so that the properties of the gas do
not change over the course of the single time step run. To further ensure that the rates we are examining are
representative of instantaneous rates at the given conditions, the time step chosen is short enough that the majority of
particles are not chosen for collisions or reactions at all. Finally, because the recombination rates are so low, it is
very difficult to get reaction rates from the DSMC code which are not dominated by statistical noise. In order to
examine the recombination rates, the entire process described above was performed a second time, after increasing
the pre-exponential constant for the recombination rates by six-orders of magnitude.
The Arrhenius rates are expressed as functions of a single temperature, and they are not very meaningful when
local thermal equilibrium does not exist. Therefore, in these test cases, all species are initialized with a given overall
temperature. For the monatomic species this is simply the translational temperature, but for the diatomic species the
distribution of internal states is initialized to an equilibrium at the given temperature (i.e. Trot = Tvib = Ttrans = Tov).
The TCE method does not require thermal equilibrium, it is only necessary in order for comparison with Arrhenius
reaction rates to be meaningful. The above process is performed at a total of 64 temperatures between 5000 K and
25000 K, and the results are compared with predicted VHS and Arrhenius rates in Figure 1. For clarity of the
images, collision rates are only shown for some of the species combinations, and reaction rates are only shown for
some of the reactions. The VHS collision rates, dissociation reaction rates, and exchange reaction rates all come
from the case with normal recombination rate parameters. As mentioned above, in order to get results which are not
dominated by noise, the recombination rate comparison is performed with much larger pre-exponential constants for
all the recombination reactions (the predicted Arrhenius recombination rates are also calculated with this higher preexponential constant, so the comparison between DSMC and predicted rates is still valid). Note the extremely good
agreement between the predicted and actual rates for both VHS collisions and chemical reactions. Those rates not
shown have also been examined, and show similarly excellent agreement. This agreement should be compared to
that seen without the modification in Strand and Goldstein (2011), where a similar comparison showed
discrepancies of more than 10% for VHS collisions and also for several of the reactions at high temperatures.
The method for simulating 1D shocks presented in Bird (1994) requires that the post-shock conditions be known
initially. In the case to be simulated in this work, where real gas effects (internal modes, chemistry, etc.) are present,
the post shock conditions will not be exactly known a priori. Furthermore, if a steady 1D shock is desired, some
form of artificial stabilization must be applied in order to keep the shock steady within the computational domain,
since in a 1D flow there is nothing to hold the shock in place.
Due to these concerns, we have chosen instead to simulate the development of an unsteady 1D shock. The flow
in the domain is initialized with a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the freestream (pre-shock) temperature, with a
bulk velocity moving to the right. The right boundary of the domain is set as a specular wall (therefore no wall
temperature must be specified). The left boundary of the domain represents a freestream; it generates molecules
entering the domain with a Maxwellian velocity profile (offset by the freestream velocity) at the freestream
temperature. With this initial setup, at the beginning of the simulation an unsteady normal shock forms and begins
propagating to the left. The initial setup and early shock motion are shown in Figure 2.
After a substantial amount of time has passed (50% of the total number of time steps for the run), the shock has
moved a significant distance away from the right boundary, and the code begins sampling the upstream (pre-shock)
and downstream (post-shock) pressures. The sampling region for the downstream pressure is offset slightly from the
edge of the domain on the right side so that the pressure is not altered by the localized effects of the wall boundary.
The sampling regions are shown in the first image of Figure 3. The shock continues to move while this sampling
takes place over the course of a number of time steps (10% of the total length of the run).
After this period of sampling the pre-shock and post-shock pressures are known very accurately, and at this point
the code begins to track the shock location. At each sample interval, the pressure is calculated at every point in the
flow, and then a normalized pressure is obtained based on the equation
OO

L<MN5 =
O

 O
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(6)

where P is the pressure at a given x-location, P1 is the pre-shock pressure, and P2 is the post-shock pressure. This
normalized pressure is then boxcar averaged to obtain a smoothed value of Pnorm in each cell. The shock location is
defined as the location at which this boxcar averaged Pnorm is equal to 0.5, as shown in the second image of Fig. 3.
The shock location is tracked over a period of time (10% of the total length of the run) in order to obtain a precise
shock speed, as shown in the third image of Fig. 3.
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FIGURE 1. Instantaneous rates for VHS collisions and for selected reactions over a range of temperatures. Number
densities of N2, N, O2, O, and NO are all set at 2.0×1022 #/m3. The temperatures shown are total temperatures, and
the diatomic species are initialized with their rotational and vibrational modes in equilibrium with the translational
mode. Note the excellent agreement at all temperatures.
Once a shock speed has been obtained a set of sample cells follows the motion of the shock, with the set of
sample cells moved each time sampling is performed, based on the previously determined shock speed. The final
image of Fig. 3 shows the sample region which propagates with the shock. In this sample region, the shock can be
viewed as steady.
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FIGURE 2. Schematic showing the initial setup of the domain, the boundary conditions, and the early motion of
the shock.
The DSMC code is MPI parallel. Each processor is initially assigned a set of contiguous cells, and a given
processor handles all movement, indexing, collisions, reactions, and any other required work on the particles within
its set of cells. A particle which leaves the domain of one processor is sent to the processor which owns the cell into
which the particle has moved. Periodically, domain rebalancing is performed, so that the work performed in a given
time step is reasonably well balanced between all processors.

III. Sensitivity Analysis Method
The purpose of the sensitivity analysis performed in this work is to determine which parameters are informed by
a given quantity of interest (QoI), and therefore which parameters are suitable for later calibration based on data for
that QoI. We must first select the set of parameters for which we will examine sensitivities, and determine the
scenario to use for the analysis.
As mentioned previously, the parameters we intend to examine in this work are the pre-exponential constants in
the equations for the Arrhenius rate coefficients. We will vary one parameter for each of the 17 reaction pairs. We
will not vary the forward and backward rates of a given pair independently, because the ratio of forward and
backward rates at a given temperature should be set by the equilibrium constant. Instead, if the dissociation rate for
the pair is increased, we will correspondingly increase the recombination rate so that the ratio between the two
remains constant. We also keep the ratio of the forward and backward rates for the exchange reactions fixed in this
way. We therefore have a total of 17 parameters, namely the pre-exponential constant (Λ) for each of the forward
reaction rates shown in Table 2. We will examine sensitivities to each of these parameters over two orders of
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FIGURE 3. Schematic showing the pressure sampling process, the identification of the shock location, the
calculation of the shock speed, and the location and motion of the shock sampling region.
magnitude, that is we will allow the parameter to vary over a range from 1/10th of the nominal value to ten times the
nominal value. Since we are dealing with orders of magnitude, the parameter we will actually examine for each
reaction will be called α, where α = log10(Λ). For a given reaction, α will vary over the range from αnom-1 to αnom+1,
where αnom = log10(Λnom), and Λnom is the pre-exponential constant for the forward reaction from Table 2.
The scenario we will use for this work is a 1D shock with a shock speed (relative to the upstream flow) of ~8000
m/s. Although we are eventually interested in comparing with EAST data at ~10,000 m/s, we use this slower speed
because our code does not yet include modeling of ionization, and therefore we cannot accurately simulate the shock
speeds used at EAST. A simulation of this scenario was run with the nominal values for all parameters, in order to
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examine the results and make sure that the scenario is appropriate. The freestream inlet speed used for this run was
7600 m/s, which resulted in a shock propagation speed of 435.3 m/s, and thus a shock speed relative to the upstream
flow of 8035.3 m/s. This shock speed is repeatable to within ~0.05% (tested running the same scenario several
times with a different random number seed each time). Some results from this run are shown in Figures 4-6.
We must now select a quantity of interest (QoI) for this scenario. If we were performing this work as part of a
full-system validation process, we would know upfront the overall QoI. For example, the QoI for a full-system
simulation of the CEV reentry might be the overall heat flux to the vehicle or the ablation rate of the thermal
protection system at peak heating conditions. When performing a validation process for a sub-model, such as the
radiation and thermochemistry in the shock layer, we would select a surrogate QoI which is relevant to the overall
QoI. For example, for the scenario of a hypersonic shock layer, we might choose the wavelength integrated intensity
of radiation at a specific point downstream of the shock as a surrogate QoI. We might also choose to integrate this
intensity spatially across the post-shock region. This quantity would be related to the radiative heat flux to the
vehicle in a full-system case, which in turn contributes to the overall heat flux and thus affects the ablation rate. The
purpose of sensitivity analysis in this context is to determine which parameters affect the surrogate QoI, and thus
which parameters can be expected to ultimately affect the overall QoI. If a properly chosen surrogate QoI is not
sensitive to a particular parameter, then there is no reason to calibrate that parameter in the future, because its value
does not significantly affect the model’s ability to accurately predict the overall QoI. In our case, the purpose of the
sensitivity analysis is somewhat different. We are not performing this work as part of a full-system validation
process, at least not initially. We are attempting to provide improved calibrations for parameters which are relevant
to DSMC in general, and also to provide a framework for obtaining these improved calibrations. In this case, we
have two constraints on our QoI. First, if possible, our QoI should be measurable by experiment. At the very least,
our QoI should be closely related to some quantity which is experimentally observable. This is required so that the
QoI can be used for future parameter calibrations. The second requirement for our QoI is that calibrations based on
it must inform the parameters we wish to calibrate, and thus we must choose a QoI which is sensitive to those
parameters. Of course, we may not be able to find a QoI which is sensitive to all parameter we wish to calibrate,
and which is also related directly to experimental data, and in that case we will need to pick the one that informs as
many of the parameters we most wish to calibrate as possible. Thus, the purpose for our sensitivity analysis is
different from the purpose of a sensitivity analysis in the context of a full-system validation process. We will use
sensitivity analysis to determine both which parameters we will be able to calibrate, and also which QoI (out of
those which might reasonably be available from experiment) will allow us to do the best calibration possible for as
many of our parameters as possible.
There is a further constraint on our current QoI choices, however, which is imposed by the physical models
which have been implemented in our code up to this point. We do not currently model ionization or electronic
excitation, and we have not yet coupled our code with a suitable radiation solver. All of these things will be done in
the future, but currently we are not able to realistically compare with any available experimental data. Radiation,
ionization, and electronic excitation do not play a major role in the thermochemistry for a 1D shock at 8 km/s, and
therefore we can correctly simulate the dominant physics of the scenario we are currently examining, but we cannot
generate output which can be compared with experimental radiation data. This means that the initial parameter
calibrations will be based on synthetic data. This will of course provide no actual information on the parameters we
wish to calibrate, but it will hopefully demonstrate that the statistical inverse problem is solvable and that
meaningful information about parameters can be gained from this type of analysis in the future. In any case, in the
current work we are limited in our choice of QoI to relatively simple quantities like densities, pressures, or
temperatures.
With all of the above in mind, we will use two QoI’s in this work, namely the bulk translational temperature and
the mass density of NO. Note that in this work, each of these two QoI’s will actually be a vector which represents
the given quantity at various discrete points in space. When shown in figures, these points will be displayed as part
of a continuous line, but the actual QoI is a vector composed of values at discrete points. However, the analysis
tools used later in this section are meant for a scalar QoI, so the tools will be used separately for each of the discrete
points which make up each vector QoI (Ttrans,bulk or ρNO). That is, each discrete point will be viewed as a separate,
scalar QoI when calculating correlation coefficients and the mutual information. The sensitivities of each QoI to the
parameters can then be examined as a function of streamwise location in the shock, which can provide valuable
insight. In order to obtain a final value of sensitivity for each parameter, we can then average the sensitivities for all
of the individual scalar QoI’s. A schematic showing the definition of the Ttrans,bulk QoI is show in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 4. Profiles of bulk density and individual species densities across a shock at ~8000 m/s. Upstream
temperature is 300 K, and number densities for N2 and O2 are 2.5×1021 #/m3 and 6.8×1021 #/m3, respectively.
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FIGURE 5. Profiles of translational, vibrational, and overall temperatures for N2 across a shock at ~8000 m/s, with
the same upstream conditions as in Fig. 4.
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FIGURE 6. Profiles of translational, vibrational, and overall temperatures for N2, as shown in Fig. 4, zoomed in to
show the shock more clearly.
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FIGURE 7. Schematic showing how the bulk translational temperature as a function of streamwise distance can be
viewed as a set of scalar QoI’s for the purposes of sensitivity analysis.
With our scenario and QoI’s in place, we can now carry out the sensitivity analysis. We will use two sensitivity
analysis methods in this work, one based on the Pearson correlation coefficient and the second based on the mutual
information. Both of these methods are global in nature, and require a Monte Carlo sampling of the parameter
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space. This sampling can be quite time consuming, but fortunately we can use the same data set for both methods.
The dataset for this work consists of 10,000 runs of the DSMC code, each at a different point in the 17-dimensional
parameter space we are exploring. Before each run, the sensitivity analysis driver code performs a random number
draw to determine the α-parameter for each of the 17 reactions (where α = log10(Λ), and Λ is the pre-exponential
constant in the Arrhenius rate equation for the forward reaction). The corresponding pre-exponential constants (Λ =
10α) are then sent to the DSMC code for each forward reaction. As mentioned before, the ratios between the preexponential constants for the forward and backward rate of each reaction are kept constant (so if, based on the
random number draw, Λ for the forward rate of a given reaction is twice the nominal value from Table 2, then Λ for
the backward rate is also double the nominal value).
This set of 10,000 runs of the DSMC code took over 48 hours on 4096 processors (each individual run was
performed on 256 processors, and the runs were done simultaneously in multiple sets), for a total of ~200,000 CPU
hours. After each run, data for both QoI’s (Ttrans,bulk and ρNO) was output at a set of discrete points with fixed
locations relative to the shock location, and as mentioned previously, each of these points will be treated as an
individual, scalar QoI.
With this dataset in place, we can now move to the first of our sensitivity analysis methods, which is based on
the Pearson correlation coefficient. For the initial part of the following analysis, in which we demonstrate how our
methods work on a scalar QoI, we will be using Ttrans,bulk at the location shown in red in Figure 7 as our scalar QoI.
In order to do the analysis, we collapse all of the points in the 18-dimensional space of our results (17 dimensions
for the parameters, 1 dimension for the scalar QoI) onto a 2-dimensional space, with a given parameter as the xcoordinate and the value of the scalar QoI as the y-coordinate. This process is carried out individually for all 17
parameters. Although the analysis is done numerically, it can be valuable to look at the results in graphical form as
well. Figures 8-10 show x-y plots of the scalar QoI vs. three different parameters. In Fig. 8, we show QoI vs. α for
the reaction O2 + NO  O + O + NO, in Fig. 9 the QoI is shown vs. α for the reaction NO + N  N + O + N,
and finally Fig. 10 shows QoI vs. α for the reaction N2 + N  N + N + N. The differences in these figures are
clear. It is readily apparent that the QoI is quite insensitive to the first reaction, moderately sensitive to the second,
and very sensitive to the third. Of course, we do not want to have to examine plots for all 17 of our parameters at
every one of the discrete points that form each of the two vector QoI’s, and we would like a quantitative measure of
the sensitivities for each parameter. For this purpose, we can use the Pearson correlation coefficient, a common
measure of linear correlation in wide use in basic statistics. This measure of sensitivity has been used in the past in
the context of hypersonic aerothermodynamics by Bose et al. (2006) and more recently by Miki et al. (2010, 2011).
The Pearson correlation coefficient is given by the equation

P=

1
1
∑T
RU(QR Q )(SR S )

T
1 
1 
V∑T
RU(QR Q ) V∑RU(SR S )

(7)

where n is the number of data points. We are not interested here in whether the correlation is positive or negative,
so we will actually use r2, the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient, as our measure of sensitivity. With the
above formula, we calculate r2 for all of the 17 parameters for this scalar QoI. We then repeat this process (via an
analysis code) for all the other individual scalar QoI’s which make up the Ttrans,bulk vector QoI. Finally, we then
repeat the entire process for the ρNO vector QoI. Results of this analysis will be shown below, but first we discuss
our second sensitivity analysis method.
The Pearson correlation coefficient has the drawback that it cannot accurately measure highly non-linear
correlations, and we do not know a priori whether the correlations between our parameters and QoI’s will be linear.
A more sophisticated measure of sensitivity can be obtained from the mutual information. Use of the mutual
information in the context of sensitivity analysis is discussed, for example, by Steuer et al. (2002), and our analysis
mostly follows the method described in that work.
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FIGURE 8. Scatterplot showing a scalar QoI (Ttrans,bulk at the discrete point shown in Fig. 7) vs. α for the reaction
O2 + NO  O + O + NO. The square of the Pearson correlation coefficient is also shown on the plot. This value
of r2 is very small, indicating that the QoI is almost completely insensitive to this reaction.
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FIGURE 9. Scatterplot showing a scalar QoI (Ttrans,bulk at the discrete point shown in Fig. 7) vs. α for the reaction
NO + N  N + O + N. The square of the Pearson correlation coefficient is also shown on the plot. The QoI is
moderately sensitive to this reaction.
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FIGURE 10. Scatterplot showing a scalar QoI (Ttrans,bulk at the discrete point shown in Fig. 7) vs. α for the reaction
N2 + N  N + N + N. The square of the Pearson correlation coefficient is also shown on the plot. The QoI is
very sensitive to this reaction.
Just as with the correlation coefficient, we will be examining the mutual information individually for each of the
17 parameters for each scalar QoI. The process is shown in schematic form in Figures 11-14. For these schematics,
Ttrans,bulk at the point shown in red in Figure 7 will be the scalar QoI (referred to as simply “QoI” in the schematics)
and the parameter in question will be α for the reaction N2 + N  N + N + N (referred to as “θ1” in the
schematics).
The first step in the process is to normalize the data so that it has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.
This normalization process preserves any correlation which is present in the data. The normalized data for this QoIparameter combination is shown in Fig. 11. The next step is to use a histogram based method (or kernel density
estimation or some other process) to extract a 2D joint PDF, called p(θ1,QoI) in the schematic, from the scatterplot
data. We also use the scatterplot data to generate 1D, marginal PDF’s of the QoI and θ1, as shown in Fig. 12. Then,
these 1D PDF’s are multiplied together to generate a hypothetical 2D PDF, as shown in Fig. 13. This new PDF
represents a hypothesis that the QoI is completely independent of the parameter θ1. The mutual information is
defined as the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true 2D joint PDF and the hypothetical 2D PDF, and is
given by the equation
`(a ,bMc)

W (X , Z[W ) = \a \bMc (X , Z[W ) ]^_ B`(a


 )`(bMc)

Kd eZ[W eX

(8)

where the integrand is understood to be zero when p(θ1,QoI) is zero. The calculation of the mutual information
based on Eq. 8 is shown in schematic form in Fig. 14. The mutual information can be viewed as a measure of the
distance between the true joint PDF and the hypothetical PDF which would exist if the parameter and the QoI were
independent, and thus it represents a measure of the sensitivity of the QoI to the parameter θ1. Unlike a value of
zero for r2, a value of zero for the mutual information guarantees complete independence of the QoI and the
parameter.
As with the correlation coefficient, this calculation is repeated for all 17 parameters with each scalar QoI that
makes up the Ttrans,bulk vector QoI, and then the entire process is repeated for the ρNO vector QoI.
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QoI

θ1
FIGURE 11. Scatterplot showing normalized values of a scalar QoI vs. normalized values of a parameter θ1, in
order to illustrate the first step in calculating the mutual information. The QoI and the parameter are the same as
those in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 12. Schematic for the next step in the calculation of the mutual information. The normalized scatterplot
data is used to determine the 2D, joint PDF for the QoI and the parameter θ1, and also to determine 1D, marginal
PDFs of the QoI and the parameter θ1.
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FIGURE 13. Schematic for the next step in the process of calculating the mutual information, in which the 1D
marginal PDF’s calculated in the previous step are multiplied together to obtain a hypothetical 2D PDF
corresponding to a case where the QoI is independent of θ1.

FIGURE 14. Final step in the calculation of the mutual information. The actual 2D joint PDF and the hypothetical
2D PDF are combined as shown, and the term for which contours are shown in the left image is integrated over the
2D space defined by the QoI and θ1, as in Eq. 8, to obtain the mutual information.
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IV. Results and Conclusions
Once the sensitivity analyses described above were completed, the results could be examined in various ways.
First, it is useful to show the sensitivities to various parameters for all of the scalar QoI’s on one graph. Since each
scalar QoI represents a different discrete streamwise location within the shock, this allows us to see how the
sensitivities vary with location in the shock. This is done for all the scalar QoI’s which make up the Ttrans,bulk vector
QoI in Figure 15 and the corresponding plot for the ρNO vector QoI is shown in Figure 16a. A number of interesting
things are apparent in these figures.
First, N2 + N  N + N + N is clearly the reaction which most affects the Ttrans,bulk QoI, regardless of whether
sensitivity is measured with r2 or the mutual information. The sensitivity of Ttrans,bulk to this reaction (relative to the
sensitivity to other reactions) peaks almost immediately after the shock front, but this parameter remains the most
sensitive throughout the streamwise domain. Since sensitivity to this one reaction dominates all others for Ttrans,bulk,
most of our analysis in this section will focus on ρNO, where more interesting trends can be observed.
For ρNO the sensitivity to the reaction N2 + N  N + N + N peaks slightly later, and while it is the most
sensitive over much of the streamwise domain, several other reactions more strongly affect the QoI in the early part
of the shock where the degree of chemical nonequilibrium is greatest. In this region, ρNO is most strongly affected
by the NO dissociation reactions NO + N  N + O + N and NO + O  N + O + O and by the exchange
reactions. As the gas gets closer to equilibrium near the right edge of the streamwise domain, sensitivities to these
four reactions again approach the sensitivity to the reaction N2 + N  N + N + N.
When comparing sensitivities vs. x measured with r2 to those measured with mutual information, it is clear that
the shapes of the curves are very similar for three of the four reactions shown, but there is a distinct difference
between the two measures at some streamwise locations for the exchange reaction N2 + O  NO + N, as shown
more clearly in Fig. 16b. In the region around x = 0.021 m, the sensitivity based on the mutual information drops to
a low but non-negligible level, while the sensitivity based on r2 actually drops to zero before increasing again. This
occurs because at the point where r2 crosses zero, the correlation switches from positive to negative. For the other
parameters in these figures, the correlations are negative (i.e. increasing values of the parameter lead to decreasing
values of the QoI) for all streamwise locations, and therefore r2 never crosses zero. Fig. 17 examines the reason for
this in more detail. Fig 17a is a scatterplot similar to those in Figs. 8-10, with the scalar QoI now being ρNO at the
location x = 0.021 m and the parameter being α for the reaction N2 + O  NO + N. This parameter clearly
influences the value of the QoI at this location. However, the correlation is non-linear, and thus is not captured
properly by the correlation coefficient (which, as mentioned before, is designed only to capture linear correlations).
The mutual information does capture non-linear correlations, and for this reason the value of mutual information at
this point is non-negligible. Situations like this are the reason the mutual information was employed in the first
place, because it provides a more sophisticated measure of sensitivity. Fig. 17b examines further the reason for the
behavior seen in Fig 16b. Three individual shocks were simulated (separate from the earlier sensitivity analysis),
each with a different value of α for the reaction N2 + O  NO + N. One run was done with α for N2 + O 
NO + N at its lowest value within the range tested in this work (so that Λ for this reaction is ten times smaller than
the nominal value), one run was done with the nominal value of α, and one with the highest value of α (so that Λ for
this reaction is ten times larger than the nominal value). All other parameters are at their nominal values for these
runs. The height of the initial peak in ρNO increases as α increases, but ρNO also drops more rapidly from its peak
when α is larger, and as a result, values of α near the nominal lead to the highest ρNO at the location x = 0.021 m.
We would also like to obtain a single number for the sensitivity of each of our two vector QoI’s to each
parameter. We could try to do this by integrating the sensitivities over the streamwise domain (that is, obtaining the
area under the curves shown in Figs. 15 and 16a). This would be a poor method, however. The plots shown in Figs.
15 and 16a are very useful for comparing sensitivities to various parameters at a given x-location, and also for
seeing how those relative sensitivities change with x. However, they are useless for obtaining meaningful overall
sensitivities to the parameters. The reason for this is shown in Figs. 16c and d. The value of r2 for a given
parameter, at a given x-location, provides a measure of how much of the total variance of the QoI (at that x-location)
is explained by that parameter. It provides no information at all about the magnitude of the variance of the QoI at
that location. Therefore, when comparing sensitivities of one or more parameters at two different x-locations, it is
frequently the case that while the r2 values may be very similar, how much the parameter actually affects the QoI in
an absolute sense may be very different. The r2 value for the scatterplot show in Fig 16d is actually slightly higher
than the r2 value for the scatterplot in Fig. 16c, but the absolute effect of the parameter on the QoI is clearly much
larger in Fig 16c. While the prior discussion focused on r2, the mutual information behaves in a similar way.
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FIGURE 15. Sensitivities as a function of streamwise location of four of the most sensitive parameters for the
Ttrans,bulk QoI. Both r2 and the mutual information are shown on the plot for each reaction, and their shapes agree
reasonably well.
In order to obtain a meaningful overall sensitivity, we need to make use of a weighting function before
integrating the sensitivities over the streamwise domain. In this work, we have chosen to use the variance of the QoI
as the weighting function, so the equation for the overall sensitivity (based on the r2 measure) to a given parameter is
fg Ph^^ i _jklkgklm = \n ghP( )P  ( )e
(9)
where var(x) is the variance of the QoI at a given x-position, and the integration is over the entire streamwise
domain. Of course, since in this work we have a series of discrete points, our integration will really be a summation.
The same equation is used when mutual information is the measure of sensitivity, in that case r2(x) is replaced by
MI(x). The variance of ρNO as a function of x is shown in Fig. 18, and the integrand of Eq. 9 (which we refer to as
the variance-weighted sensitivity) is shown as a function of x in Fig. 19.
Eq. 9 is then used to obtain an overall sensitivity, based on r2, for each parameter for the QoI ρNO. The overall
sensitivity to each parameter is normalized by the largest value of overall sensitivity (based on this measure and this
QoI), so that the most sensitive parameter has an overall sensitivity of one. Another set of normalized overall
sensitivities is obtained using the mutual information, again with ρNO as the QoI. Finally, normalized overall
sensitivities for each parameter are obtained for both sensitivity analysis measures, now using Ttrans,bulk as the QoI.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 20. It is clear from Fig. 20 (as it was from Fig. 15) that the
reaction N2 + N  N + N + N has the greatest influence on Ttrans,bulk, based on either measure of sensitivity, and
the sensitivities for all other parameters are nearly negligible in comparison. The reaction NO + N  N + O + N
has the greatest influence on ρNO, again regardless of which measure of sensitivity is used. However, other
parameters also have a strong effect on ρNO. In fact, which parameter has the second highest sensitivity depends on
the measure used. When using the mutual information, the second most sensitive reaction is N2 + O  NO + N.
Due to the non-linearity of the relationship between this parameter and the QoI (as discussed earlier and
demonstrated in Fig. 17), when r2 is used this reaction is only the fourth most sensitive. Although the order of the
second through fourth most important reactions is different depending on which measure is used, the set of five most
sensitive reactions is the same for either measure with ρNO as QoI, and these five are all labeled in Fig. 20. It is
perhaps unsurprising that four of the five reactions result directly in the production or destruction of NO (two NO
dissociation/recombination reactions and the two exchange reactions). The other reaction, N2 + N  N + N + N
(which is the dominant reaction with Ttrans,bulk as QoI) has such a large effect on the post-shock conditions in general
that it still has a strong effect on ρNO, even though NO is neither a reactant or a product.
Based on these results, the parameters which are suitable for calibration based on these two QoI’s are apparent.
If we were to use Ttrans,bulk as QoI, unless we had an extremely large amount of data with very low uncertainty, we
would only expect to be able to calibrate the reaction rate for N2 + N  N + N + N, because it affects the QoI so
much more than the other parameters. Using ρNO as QoI we might hope to calibrate the five reactions labeled in Fig.
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20, if we had sufficient data with reasonable levels of uncertainty. We would not expect to gain much meaningful
information about the other parameters from a calibration based on either of our current QoI’s.

FIGURE 16. a.) Sensitivities as a function of streamwise location of four of the most sensitive parameters for the
ρNO QoI. Both r2 and the mutual information are shown on the plot for each reaction, and their shapes agree
reasonably well for all the reactions except N2 + O  NO + N. Note that although the four parameters are the
same as in Fig. 15, the shape of the curves for several of the parameters differ markedly between the two figures.
b.) Sensitivities based on r2 and the mutual information for the reaction N2 + O  NO + N, showing that r2 drops
to zero at a point where the mutual information is non-negligible. c.) Scatterplot showing ρNO at the discrete point
indicated by the arrow vs. α for the reaction NO + N  N + O + NO. d.) Scatterplot showing ρNO at the discrete
point indicated by the arrow vs. α for the reaction N2 + N  N + N + N. The r2 values are the same for the
scatterplots shown in c. and d. while the variance of ρNO differs greatly between the two.
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FIGURE 17. a.) Scatterplot showing ρNO (at x = 0.021 m) vs. α for the reaction N2 + O  NO + N. The
relationship between α and ρNO at this location in the shock is clearly non-linear. b.) Plot of ρNO vs. x for three
individual shock simulations with different values of α for N2 + O  NO + N. All other parameters are at their
nominal values for these runs. The height of the initial peak in ρNO increases as α increases, but ρNO also drops more
rapidly from its peak when α is larger than the nominal value. Values of α near the nominal lead to the highest ρNO
at the location x = 0.021 m.

FIGURE 18. Scatterplot showing the vector QoI ρNO for all of the shocks simulated in the sensitivity analysis,
along with the variance of ρNO as a function of x. As would be expected, the variance of ρNO is much greater early in
the shock, where the degree of nonequilibrium is higher.
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FIGURE 19. Variance-weighted sensitivities as a function of streamwise location for the top six most sensitive
reactions for the ρNO QoI. Both r2 and the mutual information are shown on the plot for each reaction. Right image
shows a close-up view of the plot in the left image.
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FIGURE 20. Overall, variance-weighted sensitivities for each QoI with each measure of sensitivity.
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